
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

B U D A P E S T  –  H U N G A R Y  

SLOWMESH are (left to right): Dénes Mészáros-Komáromy (bass), Dávid Szabó (lead vocals) Tamás Süle (guitars, 
backing vocals), Antal Apró (drums) 
 
SLOWMESH were formed in Budapest, Hungary in October 2016. The members had been forged 
for many years in other well-known Hungarian underground bands when they felt they needed 
something new.    

Their debut album called ‘Something New’ was released in March 2017 by Nail Records, one of 
Hungary’s leading labels in rock/metal scene. Parallel with the worldwide digital release, the 11-
track physical CD was attached to HammerWorld magazine’s issue in March 2017 and reached 
10,000 Hungarian music-lovers. The record received very positive reviews either from Hungarian 
journalists or webzines all around the world. 

“There’s no doubting that SLOWMESH really knows how to write an earworm or two. The music is 
incredibly funky and will surely get stuck in your head once you’ve finished listening to it.” - 
Soundscape Magazine, Wales (UK) 
 
The second release of the band was a three-song-EP called ‘Liquid Love’, mixed by Beau Hill 
(Austin, TX, USA), who had previously worked with Alice Cooper, Europe, Warrant, Ratt and many 
others. 

In April 2019 SLOWMESH joined Zoli Band (side-project of the California based hardcore/punk-
rock Ignite’s singer, Zoli Téglás) and have played 10 shows in a row, in 10 days, including 
Germany, The Netherlands, Austria and Hungary. 

As a result of this tour they were invited to play with Halestorm (USA) and Three Days Grace 
(CAN) at Hungary’s biggest open-air venue, Budapest Park in June 2019. Later that summer, 
they also opened for Black Stone Cherry (USA) at Club A38, Budapest. 
 



In the year 2020 most of their live appearances (including festivals in Russia and Japan) were 
cancelled, so the band decided to go to the studio and started working on their next album. 

As Tamás describes “The new material - titled ‘ISOLATE’ - continues the way of the debut record. 
Heavy riffs and powerful vocals are still the main characters of our music, but this album is a bit 
more complex. You will find a grunge song, a punk song and a piano driven ballad among the 
stoner rock based pieces. I enjoyed recording this album very much. We made it in our own studio, 
so we had a plenty of time to create the perfect result. It was much fun to work with our beloved 
guest musicians!” 

The record starts with a harmonious intro in the style of dark-country. After only a minute suddenly 
we are running wild with the real opener, ‘Sold Out’ which is a groovy punk-rock song with a 
massive stoner chorus. Zippy start for a new album! 

Dávid: “Some of our songs in this record are just like they were prophets of our future. The title 
song ‘Isolate’ focuses on the theme of self-isolation. By the time when we wrote this song self-
isolation was just a bad result of using too many electric devices, which made us forgetting the 
real value of our world. It only took a couple of weeks and isolation turned to be a necessity which 
could save our health.  
The next song, Little Rock Nine is based on a true story from the 1950’s and it is about racial 
segregation between black and white citizens. We started working on this song several months 
prior to the sad events in Minneapolis.” 

‘Ladyguest’ is a real hit song with a wall of guitars that hits you like a tonne of bricks, and 
entertainingly funny (or maybe hilarious) lyrics. 
‘Out Of Reach’ is the odd one out on the record. This touching ballad is full of emotions. It gives a 
bit of solace and some peace right in the middle of the album before we travel on with rock’n’roll! 
‘Just A Guy’ summons the grunge era: checked flannel shirts, bent guitars, half notes and chorus 
like in the good old 1990’s in the Pacific Northwest.  
‘Up To You’ is an other speedy song that can carry on listeners. 
‘Together Alone’ is another one with serious message. Do we need a partner? Or do we need to 
be alone? Or both at the same time? This brilliant song makes us enchanted and thoughtful.  
‘Sunflower’ is the perfect piece for closing this album. The weight of this song will get under your 
skin as the music is just so heavy and memorable. The end of the end is a brilliant classical guitar 
outro which brings us to a hopeful solution. 

The second full-length album ‘ISOLATE’ - containing 11 brand new songs - is going to be released 
in December 2020 by Nail Records. 
All the band’s official releases can be found on their YouTube channel, and all the major streaming 
sites like Spotify, iTunes, Apple Music, Deezer or Bandcamp...  



 

SLOWMESH – ISOLATE (2020) 

 
01.  Add To Cart    (0:57) 
02.  Sold Out    (2:33) 
03.  Isolate    (3:42) 
04.  Little Rock Nine   (3:25) 
05.  Ladyguest   (3:54) 
06.  Out Of Reach    (2:56) 
07.  Liquid Love (2020 edition) (3:32) 
08.  Just A Guy    (3:47) 
09.  Up To You    (2:52) 
10.  Together Alone   (3:46) 
11.  Sunflower    (6:16) 
 
Label: Nail Records (HMR Music Kft.) 
Music & Lyrics by SLOWMESH 
Procuced by SLOWMESH & Szabi Tari 
Mixing & Mastering by Péter Sohajda (Standing Waves Studio) 
Format: CD, Digipack Album  
Release date: 04 Dec 2020  
 
 
 
 
 
CONTACT: 
 

 Booking: Tamás SÜLE  +36-70-702-52-83 / booking(at)slowmesh(dot)com 

 general e-mail: info(at)slowmesh(dot)com 

 https://www.facebook.com/slowmesh 

 https://www.instagram.com/slowmesh 

 https://twitter.com/slowmesh 

 https://www.youtube.com/slowmesh 

 https://open.spotify.com/artist/4bywVQvVQPu2aRaQJSt11j 

 https://music.apple.com/hu/artist/slowmesh/1214946360?l=hu 

 https://www.slowmesh.com 

  



PREVIOUS OFFICIAL RELEASES: 

 

SLOWMESH – SOMETHING NEW (2017) 

 
01.  Spinning Around  (2:45) 
02.  Low'n'slow   (3:42) 
03.  Masterpiece  (3:15) 
04.  Tennessee Shootout (4:17) 
05.  Lava Bubble  (4:11) 
06.  Warning on Time  (2:48) 
07.  Win or Lose   (4:45) 
08.  One Direction Way  (4:15) 
09.  Alice in Queue   (3:04) 
10.  On and On   (4:10) 
11.  Something New  (4:59) 
 
Label: Nail Records (HMR Music Kft.) 
Music & Lyrics by SLOWMESH 
Procuced by SLOWMESH & Ábel Mihalik 
Recorded at Standing Waves Studio, 2017 Hungary 
Mixing & Mastering by Péter Sohajda (Standing Waves Studio) 
Format: CD, Digipack Album  
Released: 04 Apr 2017  
 
 
 
 
 
 
SLOWMESH – LIQUID LOVE EP (2019)   
 
01.  Liquid Love  (3:40) 
02.  Low'n'slow (Beau Hill Remix) (3:43) 
03.  One Direction Way (Beau Hill Remix) (4:18) 
 
 
 
Label: Grungery Media Records 
Music & Lyrics by SLOWMESH 
Produced by SLOWMESH & Ábel Mihalik 
Recorded at Standing Waves Studio, 2019 Hungary 
Engineered by Péter Sohajda 
Mixing & Mastering by Beau Hill / Small Hope Productions, Austin, TX, USA 
Format: digital 
Released: 14 Feb 2019 
  


